
Cloud-Based Software 
for Developer Sales



Cloud-based Developer Sales Software

PropSpace is the global leader in Real Estate software solutions and is used by thousands of professionals around the 

world. PropSpace Developers Sales allows you to seamlessly manage listings and their payment schedules, build better 

customer relationships, work more efficiently, collaborate with real estate agencies, and sell more properties. It includes 

modules such as Projects & Phases, Inventory Management, Client Management, Documents & Marketing Collaterals, 

Payment Management, PropView, Payment Schedules, Listing Sharing and Team Management.

Cloud-based 
Software

256-bit SSL
Verified Security

Easy-to-use
& Intuitive

Accessible Anywhere 
on Any Device

Publish Listings
to Property Portals

Share & Collaborate 
with Agents

Automated Notifications 
& Reminders

Cultivate Client 
Relationships

Manage Bookings & 
Generate Contracts
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Projects & Phases

Oversee your development projects and construction phases in one place. Seamlessly maintain and update 

their construction progress, marketing images, floor plans, legal documentation and features. Share updates with 

your team instantly.
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Inventory Management

Conveniently manage your property units using the Inventory Management screen. Maintain information such as 

property details, pricing, price history, current and previous owners, payment schedules, marketing images, floor 

plans, launch status and availability status. 
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Client Management

Efficiently manage customer information and their relevant documentation. Assign clients to your agents and 

track their conversation history. Send payment statements, reminders and notices to clients via emails or SMS 

messages. 
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Documents & Marketing Collaterals

Upload and share marketing collateral such as brochures and floor plans with your team and clients. Generate 

and print auto-populated booking forms and SPAs on-the-go for clients. 
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Track & Manage Payments

Record payment transactions and track the payment history of every unit sold in your development. Send 

Statement of Accounts to your clients to keep them updated of their current and future payments.
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Payment Schedules & Pricing Updates

Generate construction-linked or calendar-based payment schedules for your developments. Effortlessly apply 

bulk updates to prices of available properties as a percentage or fixed amount. This feature is widely used when 

launching a development phase or advertising a price reduction campaign.
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Listing Sharing

Seamlessly share projects and available units with partnered real estate agencies - potentially with 6,000 

agents. The real-time sync allows the agencies to view latest listings at all times, and submit booking forms with 

client information directly to you.
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PropView

Visually navigate through your projects and seamlessly explore floors and map layouts. Instantly obtain key 

information of available and sold units, along with details about the floor plans, property types, bedrooms, and 

views.
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Project Promotion

Promote your projects and marketing collaterals to thousands of real estate agents who actively use PropSpace 

on daily basis. Agents can see the promoted projects in a highly visible section on PropSpace.
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Team Management

Streamline the workflow of managers, administrators and agents by assigning roles and access rights to 

individual users, allowing better management of your data.
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Owners & Agents Portal

Empower your business by allowing property owners to access payment schedules and reminders for their 

purchased units through their own dedicated portal. Allow pre-selected agencies to access availability of units 

and send booking requests with the necessary documents.
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And many more features such as

Bookings & Scheduling

Leads Management

Owner Reports and Reconciliation

Reports & Forecasts

Notifications & Reminders

Payment Management
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JustProperty.com is part of our family of products for the real estate market, and is the definitive portal for finding 

properties in the UAE and MENA. The portal offers comprehensive inventory of residential and commercial real 

estate in 8 countries, providing a perfect platform to advertise your units to a high volume of daily site visitors.
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JustProperty.com Portal



To request a demo or to find out how PropSpace 

Developer Sales can help your business, get in touch 

with one of our Business Managers today.

PropSpace HQ

#2201 Mazaya Business Avenue AA1, 

Jumeirah Lakes Towers, Dubai, UAE

T: 800 PROPSPACE (UAE toll free) 

    +971 4 420 1044 (International)

E: sales@propspace.com

Get in Touch
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www.propspace.com

http://www.propspace.com

